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OUR PHILOSOPHY

Light where it
is needed when
it is needed and
as much as needed
Life is too short to abandon comfort.
Places, where everything feels right, have their reason behind it.
Every single day we search for new and better lighting solutions,
to empower the designers with the best lighting instruments,
to orchestrate well-deserved lighting comfort on the planet.
Come with us. Make your ideas visible.
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OUR WORLD

Passion
for local
worldwide
What really inspires is the culture of a place.
A touch of diversity while bringing out the best.
We work closely with architects, lighting designers, engineers
and interior designers around the globe to co-create
engaging lighting solutions and foremost vibrant spaces.
The Intra lighting's global family is getting bigger and bigger…

Headquarters
Slovenia, Šempeter pri Gorici
Office
Croatia - Zagreb
Germany - Munich, Kempen
Italy - Rome, Milan
Netherlands - Leerdam
Serbia - Belgrade
Slovenia - Ljubljana
Spain - Barcelona
UAE - Dubai
USA - New York

400 68

30+ 38

employees

years of experience

countries

mio EUR turnover

Presence
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PRODUCT PORTFOLIO

Select your
fellow players
Creating a space is like telling a story.
Each detail contributes to the whole picture.
Even unnoticed, our luminaires play a significant role.
Changing the perception, ruling the atmosphere.
Pure design and simplicity make them discreet, yet
effective. Smart fellow players you can always rely on.

As Awarded by
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Biba

Pipes R

Tiny sophistication
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Totally responsive

Everybody loves Biba. Biba is little, but like all little

a hotel lobby, a bar, a retail or even your home dining

Focus as a matter of choice. A range of recessed LED

The concept of »Less is more« went beyond the design

things it can make a big difference. Individual or in a

room, bedroom or bathroom and let it suit your taste.

spots brings efficiency and customization together. With

itself or the way a space is used. Each and every product

matching composition, sophistication is the look you

Get to know it, hold it and you will love it, too.

a wide choice of colour combinations, power options

component has been optimized to make the Pipes R

are getting. Combine shapes and colours in an endless

and sizes, Pipes R is a spot that can blend in discretely

highly efficient and affordable.

fusion of possibilities if you’re planning a restaurant,

or become an eye catching element in the space.
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Pixy

Dawn

Authentically magnetic

Morning light

Move your table. Pixy will follow. Pixy is never fixed.

the ladder. We think that Pixy is nicer when grouped.

Soft magic of a morning light. Unlike other luminaires

rior, which means there are no screws and suspensions

It is always flexible. Which makes it the perfect choice

Combine more spots, colours, and heights to create your

which have their light source visible, Dawn hides it

visible in the interior of the luminaire. It’s a luminaire that

for restaurants and bars where moving tables is a daily

favourite composition over and over again.

under the edge and only reveals the soft uniform light,

definitely gives attention to details by turning a power

routine. With a small carbon rod and a magnet, you

comparable to the morning dawn. Dawn boasts with

cable to an eye-catching feature and it’s simply a perfect

can instantly move and redirect the light without using

elegant details such as the frame, which is done from a

example of how to transform a typical decorative product

single piece, delicate edge design and 100% clean inte-

in a unique lighting experience.
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Black Hole

Futon

Extreme phenomenon

Night’s silence

Its perfection absorbs you. This is a story of how the

of illumination. The acoustic surface reduces noise and

Say goodbye to noise. It’s a lifesaver for all those

Futon gives its best when improving speech audiability,

light found the way out of the black hole to enlighten

improves speech audibility. With its integrated Bluetooth

projects where you want to combine unique ambiental

and creates an appealing ambience thanks to the light

your space. Black hole is a perfect luminaire for all your

loudspeaker, you can listen to your favourite music and its

lighting, functionality of acoustics and trendy colours.

source that illuminates the acoustic fabric.

galaxies – home, office, hospitality. Because of its size and

sophisticated design brings a touch of luxury to your space.

Alone or in a creative composition,

distinct look it has absolutely no chance to stay invisi-

Last but not least, the atmosphere it creates might help you

ble. It is multifunctional and offers different possibilities

find the way, whenever you feel stuck in a black hole.
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Pipes

Eye

Simple outside, clever inside

Good looking all around

Its innovative design makes it irresistible. The simple

space. The front of the fixture is what makes it unique

Don’t roll your eyes, roll your Eye. There are really

hospitality, retail and private residences. Use

shape is neutral and widely generic to fit easily anywhere.

and different. To achieve high visual comfort the reflector

a lot of spots out there, but Eye is not "just one more

Eye for all - due to its high IP protection, you can

Thanks to a variety of applications, an uncompromising

is inwardly recessed, while the funnel acts as a transition

spot". Come closer. All the details are carefully thought

combine the same style indoor and out.

performance and high efficiency, it has the power to point

zone to minimize the contrast.

out. Its clean elegant look with the possibility of a

the attention and to create a special atmosphere in a
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360-degree orientation makes it a perfect luminaire for
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Vitka

Skyler

Thin line

The sky is the limit

A tribute to minimalism. They say it’s a thin line

just to look thin. It is thin! Discover the variety of Vitka’s

Great design is transparent. Forget about boring office

With it’s black and white colour combination and

between elegance and confidence, but we say that there

applications when you’re creating an office, reception area,

lights that reveal everything within one look. Skyler is

thinness it’s a true designer’s piece, ages away from

doesn’t need to be any line at all, you can have this all

hospitality facilities or at home, and prepare for a big

here to surprise! The first thing to wow is its see-through

common office lighting solutions.

together. Thanks to its application flexibility and lighting

surprise from such a small luminaire. And that’s the thin

plate.

control, Vitka is one of our top notch ambient luminaires.

line everybody talks about.

Vitka doesn’t need to hang out next to thick luminaires
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Kalis

Random

Absolutely universal
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Not random at all

Like a little black dress, for any occasion. Its clean

In all kinds of ambiences, from residential to office,

Create your second ceiling. Random is created to

modern offices and even hospitality environments, not

basic shape, the perfection of its details and the

retail, hospitality, public spaces, schools, hospitals and

enhance the look of modern open ceilings, turning them

only because of its distinctive look, but also because of

advanced technology make it universal. It fits anywhere.

more. If you have Kalis, you have everything.

into something dynamic! And it all starts with using

high-quality general illumination that’s an absolute must

straight lines and bringing them together into a

for every highly efficient environment. And when you

composition that works best for open spaces that need

get to know it, you will definitely agree that creating a

a secondary ceiling. This luminaire is a perfect fit for retail,

secondary ceiling has never been so elegant.
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Lynar

Cut

It's your move
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Hides everything

Sweet home for light modules. Lynar is an elegant

need something in between. The choice of modules is

Ceilings love it. And Cut loves the ceilings. Especially

From flexible spots and linear luminaires to cameras and

modular profile that offers maximum flexibility. It covers

wide. Simply choose them and combine them the way

those of large classy stores where you really want your

loudspeakers. It gives maximum modularity, leaves your

a wide range of use - from retail and hospitality to

you want. Highlight or hide. Not once, but anytime you

products to stand out and, at the same time, hide

ceiling clean and your customer's attention focused.

private residences. Not too robust and not too

want to change the illumantion of the space according

everything else. Cut provides a clear and elegant solution

minimalistic, perfect for all those situations when you

to your needs, feelings and purposes of the space.

with a possibility to integrate everything into it.
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Gyon

Wave

More is more

Bored of being straight.

Fully flexible, widely adaptable, all efficient. The

Gyon. Outstanding performance plus bespoke lengths is

No need to go straight. From classical form to an

your visitors a reason to look up. Use a quarter or an

possibility of endless lines allows you to go as far as you

the perfect recipe for your modular solution, to find the

artistic drawing with irregular lines and round objects,

eighth of a circle and combine it with straight lines of

want. Thanks to the modularity, the luminaire can be

best possible fit and excellent end result. The way you

Wave gives you the privilege of doing it as big and as

Gyon, creating something that’s completely unique and

designed, as you want it and to go in different directions.

combine the light lines is up to you, as it should be.

bold as you want. Wave is a perfect pick for big fluid

fits your needs.

This is only the beginning of what you can create with
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spaces as it can easily chase the architecture and gives
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Tracker
Goes with the flow
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Created to create. Tracker is made to track the fluid

Inspired by soft and fluid forms from nature and

architecture. It is the first luminaire to go beyond

architecture Tracker can create limitless forms and

horizontal movement and by far our most adjustable

shapes that, like in nature, are never linear. With it

trimless luminaire when it comes to shapes.

it is like drawing light in space.
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Cove

Edge

It’s all light

Light graphics

It’s all right. That all you can see is light. Give your

or a room and make your guests feel welcome, use

Push your ideas over the edge. Create graphics with

ceiling like a glove and focuses attention just where it

space a feeling of light coming in or put it in under

it in a closet, under cascades and shelves or blend it

light or soften your edges with a luminaire that offers

needs to be. It’s a luminaire that brings you space to life.

cascades and shelves to light up the things that need to

with corridor interiors to give your visitors that extra

a pure effect of light without really seeing the product.

Go straight to the Edge if you plan a hotel lobby, corridors

be seen. Cove is a light that can be decorative, functional

feeling. Cove will make you only see the light and

Edge can be discretely blended in your ceiling or wall,

or representative spaces to create an atmosphere, use it

or both at the same time as it always creates an uniform

not the luminaire.

and at the same time provide uniform and controlled

in pubs, bars and restaurants to elevate the mood or

illumination. It comes in dimensions that fit your plaster

simply light up the signalization that cannot be ignored.

lighting with an elegant touch. Place it in a hotel lobby
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Vyko

Demi

Ec(h)o friendly

Office reviver

No noise. No glare. No pollution. You can finally forget

Did you know that once upon a time Vyko was a plastic

Full flexibility of space arrangement. Anyway,

of space arrangement or when the final layout is not yet

about those unaesthetic acoustic ceilings. Here is Vyko,

bottle? Indeed, the 3D eco-friendly acoustic panels are

anywhere. Demi represents a high quality lighting

known. The universal luminaire body can be installed

an advanced all-in-one product, able to create various

made from recycled plastic bottles and wool, in order to

solution for office buildings. It provides maximum

in plasterboard or modular ceilings, ensuring the best

scenarios and personalized micro-ambiences. It improves

guarantee an echo friendly acoustic performance. And

efficiency and a uniform illumination everywhere. It’s

match with the interior space design.

the acoustics, adjusts the lighting to an individual's needs

above all things, it provides efficient homogenous light

perfect for areas, where you need maximum flexibility

and so creates private ambiences, Therefore, it is a perfect

distribution.

pick for offices and large open spaces.
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Medis

Trix

Care 24/7

Uncompromising, no tricks
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Number one in price performance. Thinner, lower, and

easy to install. Choose track spotlights when illuminating

Comfortable illumination for a faster recovery. Medis

unfamiliar environment. Different lighting settings are

more convenient, but still has it all. Trix boasts of minimal-

focus zones or linear optic for uniform illumination; the set of

can adapt easily to a multitude of needs, considering

possible: for examination rounds, visiting times, reading,

istic design, modularity, high efficiency, and resistance

modules is really vast, for any occasion.

what the patients, nursing staff and visitors need. This

night or daytime illumination. Besides optimal

without giving up on its looks.It is born for supermarkets,

flexible illumination enhances the well-being while

illumination, Medis offers an integration system with

schools, office and industrial plants. Long lines are really

providing for a better living comfort in an

power inlets, communication outlets and medical gases.
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Made to perform and inspire.

PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT

4-10

A feeling for
your needs

new products / year

Our product families, consistent in their style,
are developed to fulfil various lighting needs.
Moreover, they stimulate a creative use in a space.
Try them and dare to fall in love.

Ideas are born from love.
Still, it takes a lot more to create a game
changer. A form has to match function. Every
detail has to be thought out.
We cooperate with many brilliant designers
from all over the world to create excellent
luminaires and unique lighting experiences.
Exceeding the known. Passionate about light.
Wilsonic design

Serge & Robert Cornelissen

Lars Bylund & Mats Thorén

Janez Mesaric, Mashoni

Studio Miklavc

Lorenzo Truant

Bojan Klančar

Mark Elliot

ALPP Studio
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Gigodesign
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WEBSITE

Everything
online

Inspire to innovate.
With our newest product presentations, we’ve made
products’ top-notch characteristics stand out and reveal
all the details that might be missed. They will guide you
from the visual to detailed specifications, with the ability
to explore, skip and arrive in the fastest way directly
where you need to be.

TOOLS

Breaking speed records

Intra
Configurator

Intra Configurator is an easy, fast and accurate
tool, with simple feature selection allowing you
to personalize your luminaire based on your
needs. Its role is to prevent all the mistakes that
could be done while planning, taking care of all
the necessary product parts. Every product also
gets its own technical card and all the necessary
documentation downloads. All this in less than
10 seconds.
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TOOLS

BIM OBJECT

Intra
Constructor

Browse our
BIM library

Work smarter. Be faster.

A game changer for the construction industry.

There has never been an easier way to design your

BIM offers an intelligent 3D process to efficiently plan,

next lighting system. Intra Constructor enables quick,

design and construct throughout the building lifecycle, to

simple and precise selection of lighting modules that

support and manage your projects easily. A wide range of

can be personalized to fit best in your interior design.

our products is available in 3D BIM at BIM object library

Download files from

We support

Every design is unique and no piece is forgotten.

Experience the
light in 3D
1. PLACE
DIGITAL TOOLS

100 % 0
accurate
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forgotten parts

Dramatic
Luminaires: Pipes, Cut, Cove

Balanced
Luminaires: Pipes RI, Canvas S
Basic
Luminaires: Nitor PRO
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OFFICE

One Microsoft
Place

It's a space that promotes development, innovation,
and creativity. Each area is decorated differently,
carving private microambiences also with the help
of lighting. There are thousands of lights spread
over open floor-plan, paying special attention to the
human-centric approach of employees workflow.

Dublin, Ireland

2,000 employees of more than 70 nationalities are

Architecture: Gensler

brought together under one roof to share their

Interior Designer: RKD Architecture
Photography: Gareth Gardner

experiences. It's a global community that feels local.

OFFICE

Facebook

The modern office building, hosting the creative and
administrative work behind the social media giant,
Facebook expands over nearly 16,000 square meters.

Nova Atria South

The private areas within open space are sectioned by the

Dublin, Ireland

artwork as well as lighting. The luminaires work both as a

Architecture: Plus Architecture

supporting feature but blend in enough to not overpower

Photography: Donal Murphy

other design elements. Opposite the entrance comes the
neatest cycling room with Intra lighting's Wave Rounds,
mimicking circular pattern on the Dublin's map.
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OFFICE

Ferrari

New Ferrari Sporting Management Center is the melting pot of
conceptual designers, developers, researchers, technicians,
assembly, communication, and management teams. Lighting,

Maranello, Italy

horizontal circulations and the emblematic signature red, have been

Architecture: Wilmotte & Associés Architectes

particularly designed to deliver a unique building tailored to Ferrari.

Photography: Milene Servelle

Style, functionality, efficiency and innovation are the main lines of the
architectural plan, which aim at improving the workplace conditions
and facilitate colabitation inside the building.

OFFICE

Ljubljana Stock
Exchange

Lighting solutions within the airy interior complements
regularly shaped spaces. Uniform lighting gives depth

Ljubljana, Slovenia
Architecture: Kosi in partnerji, d.o.o., Arhitektura 2211
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and structure to the preexisting architectural elements,
such as columns on the corridor. While the office

Lighting Design: Svetlarna

illumination corresponds with the workflow and

Photography: Janez Marolt

simultaneously ensures light comfort.
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OFFICE

NautaDutilh

Nauta Dutilh is a Netherland based law firm that
it's ages away from the usual radiance. It's a place
of ultimate balance of representatives, warmth,

Amsterdam, The Netherlands

and artistry, and the same goes for lighting. The

Architecture: Casper Schwarz Architects

light had to fulfill the modern aspect and to create

Lighting designer: Studio Rublek

a space where people feel good. And what better

Photography: Peter Baas, Gerke van de Hoef

way to do it, than with Intra’s Pipes?

OFFICE

Biosphere

The care and hygiene company wanted to create a
comfortable working environment with a modern
feel. It’s a minimalistic approach to the office space

Kiev, Ukraine

with an emphasis on sustainability, using recycled

Architecture: MONO architects

materials, and sound insulation for enabling privacy.

Photography: Andrey Avdeenko

Somewhere the luminaires are simply functional,
giving to the space pure light. Also, when gathered in
a creative compositions the still don’t compromise the
clean look of the ambience.
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OFFICE

Johnson &
Johnson
Dublin, Ireland

Sometimes illumination simply wants to stand out and
represent a ‘designer piece’ for itself. In this case, cohesive clusters of lines, acoustic luminaires, and spot
choices create unique patterns giving to the ambience
an additional value. The interior design and lighting of
the biopharma plant support their aspirations to bring
improved eyesight to people globally.

Architecture: van Dijk Architects
Photography: Ste Murray

OFFICE

Snapchat

A big challenge for the lighting designer is giving the
client a modern design within budget and offering
quality products on time. »With Intra lighting, it was
more than possible. We found luminaire Wave was

Dubai, UAE
Architecture: Al Tayer Stock
Lighting design: Jaspal Bal, Light Link
Photography: Chris Goldstraw

just a perfect pick to realize our idea,« Jaspal Bal
explains the choice of the luminaire. The lighting
concept reflects the combination of creativity and a
real eye for detail.
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OFFICE

Ati Offices

Known for designing spaces that both enrich and support the users’ experience, ATI’s new Dubai office perfectly blends biophilic and origami-inspired concepts
with everyday functionality of a busy design studio.

Dubai UAE
Architecture: ATI Consultants, Architects & Engineers
Photography: Chris Goldstraw

When it comes to lighting, luminaires have been
provided to flood the space with adequate light, illuminate specific design features, and create an inviting
and productive environment.

OFFICE

International
House Sydney

building, that also got among finalist of 2017
Sustainability Awards. Intra lighting is super
proud to participate in the project as green as
this one. The lighting follows the nature of the
building, as it creats a uniform illumination

Sydney, Australia

but also a recognizable lighting pattern that

Architecture: Tzannes

seeks attention when passing by.

Photography: The Guthrie Project
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This is the world’s tallest timber commercial
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RETAIL

Kalverpassage

The Kroonenberg Groep wanted to create a unique
shopping experience, binding together various styles,
cultures, and interests. Customized lighting solution

Amsterdam, The Netherlands

became an inviting element that connects surround-

Architecture: de Architekten Cie

ings with the inner space. For geometric lighting pat-

Lighting Design: Etienne Bindels Licht & Techniek

terns Sigrid Calon explored the limits and possibilities

Patterns artist: Sigrid Calon
Photography: Ilja Huner, De Architecten Cie

offered by triangular luminaires, that were specifically designed for the Kalverpassage. The Triangular
Grid changes and swap colours, so each time you
walk through the passage the pattern is different.

RETAIL

BEO
shopping
centre

An innovative architectural concept, a lot of natural light during
the day and lots of greenery create at Beo Shopping Center
the feeling of bringing the nature inside. And Tracker perfectly
supports this fusion of outdoor and indoor. It is able to adjust to
all the forms of the space and follow them endlessly, to create
and design almost whatever you have in mind. All to provide
consumers with the maximum of shopping experience and
relaxation.

Belgrade, Serbia
Lighting design: Carla Wilkins, Lichtvision Berlin, Germany
Concept design: Chapman Taylor, Germany
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RETAIL

Samsonite

i29 interior architects were challenged to create a
showroom that unites the diversity of the Samsonite
Group and its sub-brands. A beautiful project was

Amsterdam, The Netherlands

created, in which our product Pipes proved to be

Architecture: I29 Interior Architects

the ideal spot to be applied within the design, but

Lighting Design: Lichtwerkt

also to focus the light and the customer’s attention
to the products.

RETAIL

Craft

Retail space was created from an open concrete area
and made into a showroom where a wide array of
materials and seasonal collections can be showcased.

Oslo, Norway

It's also a place where both their employees and the

Architecture: Wood Arkitektur+Design

customers feel comfortable. The store has specifically

Lighting Design: SML Lighting

targeted areas by a range of combinations of line

Photography: Einar Aslaksen

luminaires with spots. Those are counterbalanced with
more general illumination above their desk stations.
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HOSPITALITY

Marriott
Renaissance
Hotel
Warsaw, Poland

The interior sourced inspiration from Polish art and
design of the avant-garde and the industrialization
periods. To create a warm, pleasant and relaxed feel
and welcome its guests properly, the lighting played an
important role. The lighting design includes many
glare-less solutions that play with the light-shadow
effects. A combination of different colour temperatures
and narrow beam optics was used to point the
attention and create a unique atmosphere in a space.

Architecture: JEMS Architects
Photography: Tomek Kowalski

HOSPITALITY

Conscious
Hotel
Amsterdam, The Netherlands

When designing the Conscious Hotel Westpark the
approach was to create a warm and cosy ambience,
inviting also for locals not only for tourists. Wood,
plants, colourful walls, acoustic fabric on its ceiling
and focused illumination help all the guests feel
comfortable and keep their focus on their wide array
of organic foods.

Architecture: Trabinc Architecture
Photography: Arjen Veldt
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VENUE

Bodø
City Hall
Bodø, Norway
Architecture: Atelier Lorentzen Langkilde

The architects together with the lighting specialists
managed to create an ambiance where it’s inspiring
to work. They achieved a beautiful and efficient light
composition with a very low consumption that gives
similar results as the line. This sustainable lighting
solution is connected with its natural surroundings,
historic and artistic references.

Lighting Design: SML Lighting

Photography: Adam Mork

EDUCATION

Macquarie
University
Sydney, Australia
Architecture: Architectus

action and creation of the ideas. Their common
areas are designed as little spaces of creativity,
that is supported with the interior and lighting.
Combining acoustics features and lighting that
creates contrasts is not a very typical solution
for todays' university common area, but it sure

Lighting design: Arup Sydney

Photography: Guy Wilkinson photography
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School of engeneering is encouraging the inter-

gives an idea to the universities of the future!
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EXPOSITION

Museum of
Vučedol culture

The Museum of Vučedol culture is an
important project for the preservation
of Croatian national heritage. Taking
this to the forefront, lighting was
designed to focus on exhibited
products, creating a dark space with

Vukovar, Croatia

spotlights and an easily visible path

Architecture: Radionica arhitekture + Vanja Ilić

to guide you around...

Photography: Miljenko Bernfest

EXPOSITION

Princessehof

A major renovation of Princessehof National
Museum of Ceramics resulted in a modern
interior discretely embedded in the monumental

Leeuwarden, The Netherlands

building. The conceptual architectural approach

Architecture: I29 Interior Architects

leads to a timeless design, contrasting textures

Photography: Ewout Huibers

and vibrant colors giving space airiness and
making exhibitions the focal point.
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INDUSTRY

IKEA
Distribution
Centre

With a dream of expanding their business to the
Middle East in Dubai, IKEA built a new 100.000
square meter storage unit. Arago was a convenient
choice here, as it is suitable for general lighting,
but also for illuminating commercial racks with its
narrow beam angle.

Dubai, United Arab Emirates
Photography: Rebecca Hobday

INDUSTRY

Pipistrel

Pipistrel's production hall in Italy is a large open space
where the combination of natural and artificial light
guarantee the desired quantity and quality of light.

Gorizia, Italy

The Sequal luminaire with its functionality and extreme

Architecture: Studio DeGressi Gorizia

efficiency was not only the perfect choice in the sense
of uniformity of lighting but met the desired low energy
consumption as well. In addition, daylight sensors were
installed to adapt the light to the daylight levels.
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PRODUCTION

Made in
Europe

Quality in
every detail
Perfection may be boring, quality never is.
Our products are carefully planned, manufactured and
tested in order to ensure reliable operation throughout
their life span, to limit the environmental impact as little
as possible and to co-create pleasant living conditions.
Quality is our highest priority and way of life.

We live our values. Everything matters.

Intra lighting's highly integrated internal culture
of quality reflects our strong commitment to the
highest standards. Three production plants in
Slovenia, Croatia and Serbia ensures a reliable,
100% controlled production.

High standards and reliable quality of our products
were certified by numerous organisations.

7
year warranty
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100 % ISO 26
tested products

certified productions

thousand m2
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We only have one Earth.

SUSTAINABILITY

WELL-BEING

Office lighting can be adjusted in a way to energize
and stimulate workers or help keep them focused

Focusing
green

The best path to the future is through sustainability.
We design environmentally friendly products
while giving special attention to human aspects.
We use both natural and human resources
responsibly to allow long-term abundance.

Adjust to
energize

when there is need for concentrated work. But light
can also ease stressful situations enabling employees
to perform better. People's well-being can be
additionally enhanced by matching the colour
temperature and quantity of artificial light with
natural daylight, using accurate timing and any
type of weather.

93% 60 %
recyclable products
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renewable energy

Energizing and motivating / cloudy day

Calming lighting scenario / sunset

Color temperature: 6000K

Color temperature: 2700K
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THE TEAM

By your side

The team behind
the brand

We understand and support your ideas.
Our highly qualified and experienced team and
associated partners can follow different project
typologies, support you through every phase
of the project realization and help you with all
the information you may need. We speak 13
languages and the universal one: passion.

3
2
1

DELIVERY
We stand for timely delivery.

PRODUCT SELECTION

Our operations team will ensure
that your order is accurately

PLANNING

We offer advice regarding
luminaire selection and

Our team will help you define

processed for production and
delivered on time.

technical specifications.

your project’s specific
requirements and provide the
best solution for your needs.
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CONTACT US

Let's work
together
Our company, established in 1989, is a global provider
of smart lighting solutions. As one of the most important
players in the lighting market, we strive to contribute to
the world's well-being. The future can be visible. All visible.

www.intra-lighting.com

Headquarters
Intra lighting d.o.o.
Vrtojbenska cesta 50
5290 Šempeter pri Gorici
Slovenia

T: +386 5 398 44 00
info@intra-lighting.com
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Follow us on

